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Browder and Petryshyn (Bull. Amer. Math. Sot. 74 (1968), 641-646) defined 
a notion of degree for the class of A-proper maps, which definition was refined 
by the author. This definition generalised the well-known Leray-Schauder 
degree for maps of the type Identity + Compact. Here we show, that the 
product formula (relating the degree of a composition of maps to the degree of 
each of the maps) is still valid if one of the maps is of the form Identity + 
Compact. This formula allows us to compare the above degree with the 
definition given by Elworthy and Tromba for differentiable Fredholm maps 
on open subsets of Banach spaces. It also gives an improved version of 
Theorem 2 of Browder and Petryshyn. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G be an open subset of R” and f : cl G -+ R”. If 
a E R”\f(cl G\G), 
the Brouwer degree off on G over a (written deg(f, G, u)) is an integer, 
which is in principle the algebraic count of the number of solutions of 
the equation fx = a. This classical concept was first extended by 
Browder and Petryshyn [2] to the class of A-proper maps, which 
includes, amongst others, maps of the form Identity + Compact. 
Reference [2, Theorem 21 shows that [2] generalised the notion of 
degree of Leray and Schauder [6]. For more examples and properties 
of A-proper maps see the extensive study [g-13] of Petryshyn and his 
collaborators. The author himself modified the original definition of 
the degree, which is no longer an integer but a sequence of integers 
and any two sequences which coincide except for a finite number of 
terms are identified. 
* The author acknowledges financial support in the form of a post-doctoral fellow- 
ship from the National Research Council of Canada. 
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However, a very useful property (the product formula) of the 
Brouwer and Leray-Schauder degrees relating the degree of a composi- 
tion of maps to the degree of each of the maps has not been proved up 
to now. In this paper, we show that such a formula is still valid if one 
of the maps is of the form Identity + Compact. In Section 2, 
Theorem 1 we prove the formula with some additional hypotheses; 
Theorem 2 then shows that the general case can always be reduced to 
Theorem 1. As an immediate consequence of the formula (Corollary 3) 
we have an improved version of [2, Theorem 21. It enables us also to 
compare the above degree with the definition given by Elworthy and 
Tromba [5] for differentiable Fredholm maps defined on open subsets 
of Banach spaces. Finally, it also ties up with the work of Browder 
in [I]. 
The author wishes to express his thanks to Dr. D. Elworthy for 
many stimulating discussions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we give a few definitions and some known facts 
(without proof) which are needed later in Section 2. For proofs of 
these facts, the reader may consult the references indicated. 
DEFINITION 1. Let X be a real Banach space. A projectional 
scheme for X is 
(i) a nested sequence (XJ of finite dimensional subspaces of X, 
(ii) (J, X, is dense in X, 
(iii) for each n, there exists a continuous linear projection 
p,:X-+X,andp,p,=p,p,=pnaforn>m. 
The projectional scheme is complete if lim, p,x = x for all x E X, and 
X is said to have property (T)~ for some k 2 1 if it has a projectional 
scheme such that I( p, I[ < K for all n. 
In this paper, we shall suppose that the Banach spaces X, Y have 
each a fixed projectional scheme (X, , qn), (Y, , p,}, respectively, with 
dimension X, = dimension Y, for each n. 
DEFINITION 2. If G is a subset of X, and f : G --t Y a continuous 
map, f is said to be A-proper if for any bounded sequence 
(x7&, E (G n XaJ such that PJ <xnj). converges to y, there exists a 
convergent subsequence {zc~,~} with hm x,+ = x and so fx = y. 
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Notation. We shall denote by 0 the closure of a set U and if 
G C X, G, = G n X, . 8G = G\G. To simplify, we shall often write 
x, -+ x for lim, x, = x (the strong limit). 
B(x, ) r) = (x E x 1 /I x - x, /I < r>. 
DEFINITION 3. If Y and IV are topological spaces and f : Y -+ IV 
a continuous map, then 
(a) f is closed iff(F) is closed in W for every closed F C V. 
(b) f is compact iff( V) is compact. 
(c) f is proper iff-l(K) is compact for every compact K C IV. 
Note that if G(CX) is an open bounded subset of X, and if 
f = Identity + C : G + X where C is compact, then f is A-proper. 
For further examples and properties of A-proper maps see [10-l 31. 
We shall need the following properties later on: 
(i) G an open bounded subset of X. f : G + Y is A-proper then 
f 1 M : M + Y is proper for all closed MC G. [12, Lemma 1, 
p. 411. 
(ii) Any proper map is closed [14, p. 8651. 
(iii) K(C Y) a compact subset. Then for any E > 0, there 
exists an integer N,, such that for n 3 N,, , sup,,x ]I p,x - x 11 < E. 
The Brouwer degree and its extension to A-proper maps 
Let G be an open subset of R”. f : G ---t R* a continuous map. 
a E P\f(aG). Then there is an integer called the Brouwer degree 
dedf, G 1 h’ h a w ic can be associated to f, and it is in principle the 
algebraic count of the number of solutions of the equation fx = a. 
For a definition and characterization of this degree see [4 or 71. Here 
are the most useful properties of the Brouwer degree: 
(i) If deg(f, G, 4 # 0, th en there exists an x E G such that 
fx = a. 
(ii) If G = G’ u G”, the union of two disjoint open subsets then 
deg(f, G, a) = deg(f, G’, a) + deg(f, G”, a) if all the degrees are 
defined. 
(iii) If there exists an open subset G’ such thatf -‘(a) C G’, then 
dedf, G’, 4 = dedf, G a). 
(iv) If F: G x [0, l] + R” is a homotopy between f and g if 
a $F(BG x [0, 11) then deg(f, G, a) = deg(g, G, a). 
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(v) If f : G -+ H and g: H + R” are continuous, and 
a 4 [g YVG) u &WI then 
de&g -.f, G 4 = C de&f, G 4 d&g, Hi, a) % 
where the sum is taken over all connected components Hi of HCf(aG) 
and xi is an arbitrary element of Hi. 
This degree was extended to infinite dimensional Banach spaces for 
maps of the form Identity + Compact [6]. In [2], Browder and 
Petryshyn first introduced a degree theory for A-proper maps and their 
work was continued by the author. However, the degree is no longer 
integer-valued, but is an element of the following ring *Z. 
DEFINITION 4. Let ZN be the ring of all sequences of integers and 
N the following equivalence relation {xi} N (yJ if and only if xi = yi 
for all but a finite set of indices i. Set *Z = ZN/w. This makes *Z 
into a ring. 
DEFINITION 5. If G is an open bounded subset of X andf : G -+ Y 
is A-proper. Suppose y E ryC(aG) then the degree off with respect 
to G and y : D(f, G, y) = (deg(p,f, G, , p,y)) E *Z. Analogs of 
Properties (i)-(iii) of the Brouwer degree are true and there is an 
analogue of the homotopy invariance. For details, see [2, 15, 161. 
2. This section constitutes the main part of this paper. In 
Theorem 1 we prove a restricted version of the product formula. The 
main result is stated in Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 1. Let G, U and H be open bounded subsets, G C X and 
UC H C Y. Suppose that there exists an N,, such that p,O C H, 
whenever n > No ,Let f : G --f B be an A-proper map with f (G) C D 
andg=I+C:H --f Y where C is a compact map. If 
Y E Y\WVW ” gW)l, 
then there exists an N > No such that deg(p&, G, , p, y) = 
de&u..,f, G, , P,y>for all * > N. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that there is a homotopy 
F, : G, x [O, l] --f Y, between p,gj and p,gp,f such that 
p,y $ F,(BG, x [0, 11) for all sufficiently large n. 
Set F,dx, t) = tp,gf(x) + (1 - t)%gp,f(x), tE [O, 11, x E e, , F, 
satisfies the above conditions, because if not, there exists a subsequence 
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(xn, , t,,) E aG, x [0, l] such that Fnk(xmk , t,,) = p,y. Since [0, l] is 
compact we may suppose that tn, --t t E [0, 11; Consequently, 
a&mJ + (1 - t) A&&,> + Y- 
Replacing g by I + C we have 
P, f(%J + w&f@,) + (1 - t> A&h*fba*) -+Y 
C being compact, we may suppose without loss of generality that 
Cf(x?J -a and cPnf(%J -+ b; whence p,f(x,J + ta + (1 - t)b + y. 
Sincefis A-proper, there is a subsequence {x~~~} which converges to 
x, x 6 aG, andf(x) + ta + (1 - t)b = y. 
But if x,* --t x, this implies Cfx,,, --f C’x = a and Cp,f(z+) + b. 
That is f(x) + Cf(x) = y or d(x) = y which is a contradiction 
because y $d(aG). The proof is therefore complete. 
Remarks. 1. An analogous proof works if g is A-proper and f is of 
the form Identity + Compact. 
2. The hypotheses f(G) C 0 and p,u C g for large n only 
ensure that p,gp,f is defined when n is large enough. For example, if 
p,R C i7 then take U = H. 
3. Using the product formula for the Brouwer degree, 
deg(p,gf 6 , P,Y) = 1 deg(psf, Gn y xGf) de&w, Hni, P,Y). 
z 
{Hai} is the set of connected components of H,\p,f (aG,) and xmi 
is an arbitrary element of Hmi. 
LEMMA 1. If in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1, we have 
(i) f (i3G) is closed in Y. 
(ii) g-‘(y) is contained in at most one component V of H\f (8G) then 
there exists an integer N such that for all n 2 N deg(p,g, H,i, p,y) # 0 
for at most one i (say i,,) where {Hai} is the set of connected components of 
H,\p,f @GA. Thus dedP& fb , P,Y) = deg(P& &.‘I, P,Y). 
Proof. Suppose that the assertion is false; that is, there exist sub- 
sequences {x2 E H:} and (x$ E Hk] with i, # j, for all n; and such 
that p%gx$ = p,y = p,gx> --j y. Sinceg is A-proper we may suppose 
that x2 --t xi and x’,” + x5 and gx” = y = gxi. This implies in turn 
that x6 and d belong to V. 
Let CU: [O, l] + V be a curve from a(0) = xi to ol(1) = xi. 
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Since I’ is open and iu[O, l] is compact, we choose N large enough 
so that 
(i) p,(or[O, 11) C V n Y, C H, for n 3 N 
(ii) X> E B(xi, 6) C V and ~2 E B(xj, S) C I’ for some 6 and if 
n >, N. 
For each n >, N let /3%: [0, l] -+ H, be the following curve 
/ 
(1 - 39 X> + (3t) p,xi o<t<g 
BnW = P@W - 1) ;<t<g 
3( 1 - t) p,d + (3t - 2) A+ #=Gt<l 
/3, being a curve from ~2 to x2, there exists t, E [0, l] such that 
&J&J = pJ(x,J with x, E aG, . There is a subsequence {tnJ which 
converges to t E [0, 11. If t E [0, %), then pJ(x,) = &(t,) + xi 
f being A-proper, there exists an element x E aG such thatf(z) = xi 
which contradicts the hypothesis xi E V C H\f(aG). 
Similar contradictions result if t E [8, -!$ or t E (3, 11. This completes 
the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. With the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, 
Wgf G, Y) = W> G, 4 D(g, H, Y> for any x E g-l( y). 
Proof. From Theorem 1, 
deg(p,gf, G, , PRY) = c d&G G,, x,0 de&u, Hni9 PRY) 
2 
whenever it is large enough. 
From Lemma 1. Suppose 
deg(pngj H,, , P,Y) = deg(Png, H$, P,Y) f 0 
for 12 large. (Note that if deg(p,g, Hni, p,y) = 0 for all i, the proof is 
already complete). Therefore for large n 
deg(p,& G,, P,Y) = deg(p,J G,, x:) de&,& H>, P,Y) 
= deg(pJ G, , x>) dedpng, H, s P,Y) 
~2 can be chosen arbitrarily in H?, for example x> E (prig)-l(pny) 
therefore by A-properness of g, x2 + x E g-‘( y) and it is clear that 
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deg(p,f, G, , x(nn) = deg( p,f, G, , 9,~) when n is large enough. The 
corollary is therefore proved. 
COROLLARY 2. With the hypotheses of Theorem 1, and ;f f (aG) is 
cZosed D(gf, G, y) = Ci D(f, G, xi) D(g, Hi, y) where {Hi> is the set of 
components of Hlf(aG) and zi E Hi. (Note that the above sum is afinite 
sum since g--l(y) (being compact) has a nonempty intersection with only 
finitely many components Hil,. . ., Hi*). 
Proof. Let Gil,..., Gik be the inverse images f -‘(HiI),..., f -‘(H$k), 
respectively. It is then clear that D(gJ G, y) = xi D(gf, Gij, y). For 
each Gij, the hypotheses of Corollary 1 are satisfied, thus 
%d G, Y) = 2 Wf, Gif, Y) 
j-l 
= il D(f, G’j, d) D(g, Hif, y) 
= tl o(f, G, x3) D(g, H4, Y) 
= F W, G, xi) W, Hi,y) 
where xj E Hff 
the sum is over all components of H\f(aG). 
Therefore subject to the hypotheses of Theorem 1, we have proved 
that the product formula is true. Now by means of Lemma 2, we shall 
show that the general case reduces to Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let G and H be open bounded subsets of X and Y, 
respectively. Suppose f : G -+ R and g: R + Y be A-proper maps with 
f (aG) closed in Y. Ify E Y\[gf(aG) u g(aH)], then there exists an open 
set U with fl C Hj(f (aG) n H) and g n f (aG) = 4 and an integer N,, 
such that p,U C H for n > N,, . Furthermore, D(gf, f -‘( U), y) = 
D(gf9 G9 Y)* 
Remark. If f -‘( U) is empty; let D(gf, f -‘( U), y) = 0. 
Proof. As g is A-proper, K = g-l(y) is compact; therefore for 
every E > 0 there exists an integer N, such that sup,, 11 p,x - x 11 < E 
for all n > N. Let a = 4-l dist(K, (Y\H) u f (aG), let (1 p, 11 ,< b for 
all 7t, b > 1. Set E = ab-I, let U be the union of a finite number of 
balls of radius E covering K. Then U has the given properties. 
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THEOREM 2. Let G and H be open bounded subsets of X and Y, 
respectively, f : G --f R an A-proper map and g = I + C: H +- Y, 
where C is compact. Suppose that f (aG) is closed, and that 
Y E J’\kfW ” gWII> 
then 
Wgf, G, r> = c D(f, G, ~“1 Wg, Hi, r) 
z 
where {Hi} is the set of connected components of H\(f(aG) r\ H) and 
xi E Hi. 
Proof. Choose U as in Lemma 2. Then D(d, G, y) = D(gf, G’, y) 
G’ = f-‘(U) C G. f (aG’) is closed since aG’ C G; and f is proper on 
aG’. Therefore by Corollary 2. 
D(gf, G’, y) = c D(g, =, y) D(f, G’, ud) 
z 
where (H’i) is the set of components of V = H\(f (aG) U f (aG’)) 
and xi E H’$. Since V C H\f(aG), any connected component of V is 
contained in one component of H\f(aG). It can easily be deduced that 
D(gf, G, y) = D(gf, G’, y) = Ci D(f, G’, ui) D(g, Hi, y) where the 
sum is over the connected components of H\f(aG) and ui E Hi. Since 
D(f, G’, ui) = D(f, G, ui) f or any i such that D(g, Hi, y) # 0, the 
theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 3. The product formula 
(D(g .f, G, A = $ W, G, xi> D(g, HP, Y,) 
is valid if both maps f, g are of the type Identity + Compact. 
Proof. Since f is of the form Identity + Compact, f (aG) is closed. 
Therefore Theorem 2 implies the result. 
COROLLARY 4. Let G be an open bounded subset of the Banach 
space X, and h: G --+ Y an A-proper homeomorphism sending G 
homeomorphically onto h(G) and G onto h(G). Suppose C: G + Y 
is a compact map and y E Y\(h + C)(BG) then D(h + C, G, y) = 
Cc D(I + Ch-l, Hi, y) D(h, G, xi) the sum being over the connected 
components Hi of h(G). Consequently if D(h, G, z) is constant for any 
x E h(G), then 
D(h + C, G, y) = D(I + Ch-l, h(G), y) W, G, 4. 
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Proof. In Theorem 2, set H = h(G) h: G + B and g = 
I + CA-l: H+ Y, then 
D(h + C, G, y) = D(gh, G, y) = c D(h, G, xi) D(g, Hi, r) 
= ;: D(h, G, xi) - D(I + Ch-l, Hi, y). 
z 
This corollary contains as a special case Theorem 2 of [2]. We now 
show that it also ties up with [I] and with the degree defined by 
Elworthy and Tromba [5]. Suppose that f : G + X is A-proper, 
where G is open and bounded in X. Let y E x\f(aG) and suppose 
f-‘(y) consists of a finite number of isolated points x1 , x2 ,..., x, . 
Furthermore, assume that for each xi (; = l,..., K) there is a neigh- 
borhood (say an open ball) B, such that Bs n Bi = 4 for i # j and 
f I 4 = (If w% where h, is a homeomorphism, I = identity 
and C, is compact for each i. Then by Theorem 2, 
W, G, r) = i D(hi , Bi , hi@,)) W + C, , hi(&), Y). 
i=l 
If in addition Ci is differentiable at h,(xJ (the differential being C,‘) 
and (I + C,‘) is invertible, then D(I + C, , h,(BJ, y) = D(I + C,‘, B, 0) 
for any ball B containing the origin. For a proof, see [6]. Conse- 
quently, in such a case 
Wi G, Y) = 5 D(h, , Bi , h&i) D(I + C,‘, B, 0). 
id 
In [S], a degree theory is developed for maps between differentiable 
manifolds; if we restrict our comparison to open subsets of Banach 
spaces (satisfying property (7~)~); the degree is defined for the following 
class 
{f : G -+ X 1 G open C X, f infinitely differentiable, proper, Fredholm 
of index 0, i.e., dim kerfz’ = dim cokerf,’ < a}. 
For such maps if y E x\f(aG) and if y is a regular value off (i.e., f,' 
is invertible whenever x of-l(y)), then f has a decomposition as 
stated above. f 1 & = (I + C,)h, on disjoint balls Bi centred around 
Xl ,*a*, x, with f(xJ = y i = I,..., K. The Elworthy Tromba degree 
DE&f, G, y) is th en e ne as &, D&l + C,‘, B, 0) where D, = d fi d 
Leray-Schauder degree. 
Suppose now thatf : G ---f X is A-proper, C”, Fredholm of index 0, 
then as above, D(f, G, y) = & D(h, , B, , h&J D(I + C,‘, B, 0). If 
we assume, say, that G is simply connected (e.g., an open ball), then 
the hi’s can be chosen so that D(hi , Bi , ha(q)) is constant. 
Therefore, D(f, G, y) = D(h, , B, , h,(x,) D&f, G, y), Thus for 
open balls if both the A-proper degree and the Elworthy-Tromba 
degree are defined, they coincide up to the degree of an A-proper 
homeomorphism. The above discussion also shows that the A-proper 
degree for maps of the form A-proper homeomorphism + Compact 
ties up nicely with the work of Browder in [l]. 
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